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UK Made Custom RF Connectors Delivered in 7
Weeks

Intelliconnect, the UK based manufacturer of RF
connectors, offers one of the widest ranges of standard Coaxial, Triaxial and
Waterproof connectors available worldwide. In addition, their extensive design
experience and UK sourced components allows Intelliconnect to offer an unrivalled
custom connector design service.
Custom designs take many forms; from the modification of a standard product to
provide bespoke termination, extended operating frequency range, special plating
or different case material (such as stainless steel) through to a completely new
design as with the Intelliconnect ABMS connector for cochlear implants.
Turn round time for delivery of a custom designed product from Intelliconnect is a
remarkably short 7 weeks from the customer’s approval of the design drawing, no
matter how complex. Such is the confidence that Intelliconnect can fulfil all of their
customer’s requirements satisfactorily no design or NRE (non-recurring engineering)
charges are requested and no MOQ (minimum order quantity) is required.
Intelliconnect are also happy to provide free prototypes when the first production
order is placed.
”We have a vast amount of connector design experience in our engineering
department.” Comments Roy Phillips, Managing Director of Intelliconnect Europe.
“Using UK sourced components and manufacturing at our Essex based factory
enables us to offer very attractive lead times, exceptional customer service and
competitive pricing for high volume requirements. From the beginning Intelliconnect
set out to offer high quality UK manufactured RF connectors which not only meet
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our customer’s technical requirements but also their manufacturing system’s
requirements. Reliable component supply and on-time deliveries are more
important now than ever, UK sourced components and manufacture mean we can
support our customers with a full JIT and Kanban service.”
Intelliconnect manufactures a wide range of standard and custom RF connectors
including the market leading Pisces waterproof series. They also manufacture a
large range of coaxial adaptors, to facilitate inter-series connection and gender
change etc., and connector and cable assemblies to customer specific requirements
are also undertaken. Typical applications include marine, oil and gas, medical,
defence and general microwave markets.
For more information, visit www.intelliconnect.co.uk [1].
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